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President’s Notes
Dave Brownell
With the arrival of the fifty-seven year old Packard hardtop, I find 
myself facing another decision on whether or not to join yet another 
car club.  I am currently a member of two (Corvette Atlanta and 
Peachtree BMW) and have been a past member of the local Cadillac 
Club.  Joining a club, as you know, involves a commitment far beyond 
the payment of dues.  As you join with fellow members who share a 
affection for a certain make or style of car, you also commit yourself 
for time and effort with others in the club.  Am I ready to add to my 
plate and give it a decent try?

Fortunately, several years ago, when I was a member with Michael 
Campsmith in the Cadillac club, we had the good fortune to join 
forces with the local Packard club and do some events together.  
They seemed like a nice bunch of folks and we played well together.  
I was left with a good impression and may decide to give it another 
try now that I have a Real Made in Detroit car in the garage.  But 
I will be mindful of what club membership entails.  For instance, 
CorvetteAtlanta has the Veteran’s Day parade where we give old 
soldiers and military dignitaries rides in open Corvettes in a parade 
through downtown Atlanta every year.  We also look after the little 
kids with the Christmastime Toys for Tots program conducted by the 
U.S. Marines.  We have outreach for our own members who’ve been 
through some medical events, letting them know we’re with them 
and ready to assist.  We engage in good spirited competition with 
others in the Southeast as we prove our mettle as skillful drivers.  
We also find the time to go to interesting places and show others that 
Corvettes can do much more than burnouts on lonely asphalt roads.  
We’re in it together.  I will imagine that the Packard club may do all 
of this, with the exception of the competition driving events.  We’ll 
just have to see how membership goes and if my last of the Detroit 
Packards is welcome.

On a different note, I have lamented the strange lack of interest of the 
younger generation in all things car related.  One of the objections 
mentioned is the cost of getting into the car hobby.  With Corvettes, 
the same appears to be true.  But last week, I found what might 
be a way around for someone who’s always wanted a Corvette 
to climb onto the train.  My son travels the roads and highways of 
north Georgia and eastern Alabama in his business with car repair 
shops.  Near Gainesville, a few weeks ago, he came across a 1992 
red Corvette convertible for $3200.  The engine sounded good, the 
body was intact, needing a re-spray and one seat recovered.  I don’t 
have many of the other details but the concept of a young person 
with limited means getting a C4 with the “new” LT-1 engine for a very 
reasonable price was intriguing.  Even with a $349 Maaco red paint 
job (I’d suggest doing your own trim removal, masking and keeping 
the color choice to the factory original) and a possible Opti-Spark 
replacement, this seems like the way into driving a Corvette for less 
than four grand.  Betty and Donnie can attest to the fact that these 
cars can perform with the best of them.  Plus, it may have at least 
one airbag and ABS and traction control.  The perfect First Corvette 
for the person with an interest.  Probably also a learning experience, 
but the more you learn to do and attempt, the better equipped you 
are for subsequent Corvettes in the future.  I have the phone number 
of the shop selling this car, but heaven knows they’re more out there 
for the motivated individuals.
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Consistently ranked among the top National Council of Corvette 
Clubs (NCCC) affiliated clubs, we are active in a variety of Corvette 
enthusiast endeavors – such as club social activities, road rallyes, car 
shows, displays & amateur competitive solo driving – we try to have a 
good time in everything we do!

If you think owning & driving a Corvette is something special & you like 
being around others who feel the same way, please consider joining 
our club.

Club meetings are held the 1st Tuesday of each month. For more 
information about Corvette Atlanta, please contact the VP-Membership 
or any other officer listed above.
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Veterans Day Parade
Don’t forget that the club will be participating in the Veterans Day 
Parade on Saturday, November 9, 2013. The complete details were 
listed in the September newsletter.
Following delivering the dignitaries to the reviewing stand at the end 
of the parade, we will go to Manuel’s Tavern at the intersection of 
North Ave. and Highland Ave. for a group lunch.



Competition Report  
Don Parks, VP-Competition

Past Competition Events:

Sept. 21-22 - 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Grissom AFB, IN. Participation 
numbers were up for these events. The weather was good and the course 
was fun. There were some timing issues but got done in time for dinner 
Saturday night hosted by the Indiana Region.

Sept. 28-29 - 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Greenville, SC. Jack F joined 
us for the weekend at Michelin’s Donaldson Field. The runway had been 
newly paved which made for a slick course until some rubber was laid 
down.  There was good weather and courses for the weekend. Great way 
to spend a weekend!

Oct. 5-6 - 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Greenville, SC. The 3 traveling 
CA-ers went back the following weekend for another great time. The 
Baizes and John Boyd joined us - John drove the C5R and reminced the 
old times. It was good see him driving yet again!
Upcoming Competition Events:

There are plenty of opportunities to test your driving skills in October and 
November. Here are the places that we plan to attend:

October: Oct. 12-13 Nashville, TN (14 LS); Oct. 19-20 St. Augustine, 
FL (14 LS); Oct. 26-27 Brooksville, FL (14 LS)
November: Nov. 2-3 Huntsville, AL (14 LS); Nov. 16-17 Knoxville, 
TN (14 LS); Nov. 23-24 St. Augustine, FL (14 LS); Nov. 28 - Dec. 1 
Roebling Road (10 HS)

Remember - participating in the Southeast Region events helps the club 
earn points towards the National competition as well as you earns points 
towards the Club’s points standings. Consult the NCCC website for the 
complete list of National events.

Editorial Reflections
Betty Parks, Editor
Thanks for all the articles and photos in this month’s edition.  As you will see, there are more activities explained in photos rather than in words. 
Photos can generally tell the story - but words are appreciated too!! I’m happy to print whatever is submitted... of course within necessary reason.  
Please don’t forget that this is the club’s newsletter - contributions from its members are imperative to keep it going. 

The club has offered a variety of activities this year - annual Ellis show; road trip to the Museum and Mountains; parties including the Awards 
Banquet, Super Bowl and annual Lake trip; Shop days; monthly Saturday Night Out as well as ALL the NCCC activities, including the annual 
Convention. The largest attended events so far (not including meetings) have been the Awards Banquet (43), followed by the Ellis show (40), Super 
Bowl (32) and Lake (29) parties. Meeting attendance has ranged between 35 (February) to 24 (August). If you are interested in doing other things 
with the club -- offer your suggestions to a current Board member. They are looking for opportunities to keep members involved.

It is time for nomination of officers to lead the club for 2014. If you’re interested to serve on the Board, submit your name and the position to Dan 
Nugent or Ed Clark. They’ve volunteered to develop a slate of officers for the November meeting.

One final note -- please provide your continued support of the newsletter by submitting articles and photos to us by middle of month. I will do my 
part to get the newsletters put together before we leave for the weekends. 

Membership Report   Betty Parks for Joel Forman, VP-Membership

Invoices for 2014 club dues were distributed at the October meeting (10/1) with payment due no later than the November meeting (11/5). 
If you did not attend that meeting, your invoice was mailed to you. As in the past, you will have the opportunity to support the club’s 
100% effort with the NCCC/National Kidney Foundation by purchasing a raffle ticket with your renewals. Your $10 donation goes to NKF 
to promote their Organ Donor Awareness Program. 
Should you make the decision to not rejoin the club in 2014, please let Joel or me know. Communications will make the renewal process 
easier if we know your intentions.

2013 CA Point Standing
Don Parks, VP-Competition

2013 club points has been tabulated through the September 
Saturday Nite Out:
 
• Top 5 Point Positions* so far include the following:
     #1 - 142 points - Jack Filippone, Stephanie Strauss (32 events)
    #2 - 133 points -  Nancy Morgan (19 events)
    #3 - 102 points - Ed Clark (21 events) 
    #4 - 73 points - Dan Nugent (15 events)
    #5 - 72 points - Bob Zrolka (18 events)

* Remember 2013 CA elected officers are exempt from earning 
club points.
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Activities - Saturday Night Out
Nancy Morgan

The “Saturday Night Out” for dinner activity for the upcoming 
months are listed below:
• Oct. 19th - Nemoe’s Tavern & Grill - 5:30pm
       6025 Peachtree Pkwy. - Norcross
• Nov. 16th - Maggiano’s Little Italy - 6:00pm
       4400 Ashford Dunwoody Rd. - Dunwoody
Remember there will be a sign-up sheet passed around at the club 
meeting and if you can’t be there, you can call me 404-294-0633 or 
email me ncmorgan1@att.net. I’ll be glad to put you on the list and 
give you all the details. 



	
Calendar of Events
October 2013
   4-6 Vette Fest, Gatlinburg, TN
   5 Galaxy Diner Cruise-In, Chamblee (last one for season)
   5-6 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Greenville, SC
   6 Caffeine & Octane Gathering, Alpharetta
   8 CA General Meeting– O’Charley’s Restaurant, Tucker* 
12-13 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Nashville, TN*
 15 CA Board Meeting – Blue Ribbon Grill, Tucker
 19 Saturday Night Out . . . - Nemoe’s Tavern & Grill, Norcross*
 19-20 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - St. Augustine, FL
 26 Road Trip to Hutchinson’s Mountain home*
 26-27 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Brooksville, FL

November 2013
   2-3 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Huntsville, AL*
   3 Caffeine & Octane Gathering, Alpharetta
   5 CA General Meeting – O’Charley’s Restaurant, Tucker*
   8-9 National NCCC meeting - St. Louis, MO
 16 Saturday Night Out . . . - Maggiano’s Little Italy, Dunwoody*
 16-17 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - Knoxville, TN*
 19 CA Board Meeting – Blue Ribbon Grill, Tucker
 23-24 14 Low Speed Autocrosses - St. Augustine, FL
 28-30 10 High Speed Autocrosses - Roebling Road Raceway*

December 2013
   1 4 High Speed Autocrosses - Roebling Road Raceway*
   1 Caffeine & Octane Gathering, Alpharetta
   3 CA General Meeting – O’Charley’s Restaurant, Tucker*
 14 Toys for Tots Show - Miller’s Ale House, Alpharetta*
 ?? Polar Bear Run (more details to follow)

* denotes events that are sanctioned for Club points

NCM Report
Ed Clark, NCM Ambassador

Good news for Corvette fans, the Assembly Plant starts public tours 
again on October 14, 2013 and now we can see the C7 StingRay* 
being built in the upgraded manufacturing plant.  In addition to the 
typical public tour of about one hour, there are now three other op-
tions; one being for groups over 20 participants the assembly plant 
manages and the other two are arranged by the NCM.  The NCM 
tours are the Buyers Tour for up to 2 people and requires a car on 
order and a VIP tour package for up to 7 people which includes a 
detailed assembly plant tour going beyond the public tour as well 
as a behind the scene Museum tour and is about 3 to 5 hours long.
The public tours continue at $7/person and for the remainder of 
2013 are held at 8:30 am, 11:30 am and 2:00 pm (all Central Time).  
In 2014 morning tours remain at the same times while the afternoon 
tour will be at 1:00 pm.  There are days when the plant has Blackout 
Dates and is closed which are shown on the web site and generally 
fall around major holidays. The other tour costs are shown on the 
Assembly Plant and NCM web sites.  The same restrictions apply 
on clothing, shoes, phones, cameras, bags and minimum age as 
before.
The Assembly Plant web pages have been significantly overhauled 
and now have information about the Plant, Corvettes, Tours, Com-
munity and Environmental Efforts.  It also has available a large num-
ber of downloadable picture of the assembly line and Corvettes.  
There is a new web address which can be used  www.corvetteas-
sembly.com  or the old address is still active www.bowlinggreenas-
semblyplant.com . 
The R8C option is also available now on purchase of a car which 
provides delivery of the car inside the Museum and a tour of the 
Assembly Plant and Museum for up to 4 people.  The New Corvette 
Owner’s Photo Album is also available now from the Museum which 
chronicles the production of your car in pictures.  I splurged for the 
R8C Museum Delivery, the Buyers Tour and the Photo Album when 
purchasing my 2010 Grand Sport and while a bit pricy, I feel it was 
well worth the cost.
With Christmas just around the corner, you might consider a gift for 
yourself or significant other from the Museum Store.  They often 
provide sales and discounts over the next couple of months.
*I have seen the new car identified as a Stingray and StingRay in 
various publications and am not sure which is correct.  Both are one 
word but the second has a capital “R”.  The door sill plate on the 
2014 Premium Edition used the capital R.
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Shop Day - Oct. 5th        Photos from Joel Forman & Ed Clark

2014 Club Dues must 
be paid by November 
5th to avoid late fee.
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Extra...Extra...    
Word has it that our sponsor has taken delivery of a red C7 - and Reggie Stagmaier has gotten a blue one.
Are we green with envy?? Yes we are!! Perhaps there’s Corvette Atlanta membership in their future too...

C7s Finally Here        Submitted by Ed Clark

The weekend of October 5th & 6th was a good one for me.  Having read all kinds of speculative articles leading up to the C7 introduction on 1/13/13 
and then waiting around for another nearly nine months for one to be available to walk around, my patience was getting thin. I had continued to 
read all kinds of articles on early drives in car magazines and the internet making the wait just that much worse.  Reggie Stagmaier at Jim Ellis 
Chevrolet had told me about a week earlier he was expecting some in soon but didn’t have a firm date but when I arrived at the dealership for our 
club’s Saturday “shop day”, there were two on the lot looking ready for delivery.

Grabbing my camera, I started walking around the Torch Red and Cyber Gray coupes, both of which had the Z51 package and seemingly lots of 
additional options but the window stickers had already been removed so I was guessing about what was standard verses optional.  Dan Nugent, 
Larry Vaitkus, Dave Brownell, and Joel Forman soon showed up and we all circled the cars voicing opinions about various features and design 
details.  Reggie soon showed up driving his couple day old Night Race Blue coupe so we now had three to drool over (we were careful to stay back 
far enough not to slobber on them).  Reggie started to give us some details about the car when the new owners of the Cyber Gray car showed 
up. We all congratulated them and then stepped back a bit while they spent time looking all over the car while Reggie explained many of the cars 
features while handling detailing at the same time to get the overnight dust off.

The new owners of the Crystal Red car also soon showed up and started a similar viewing of that car with Randy Stevens, another salesman.  I was 
impressed with the detailed explanations both owners were getting about their cars right from the start well before the official walk through after 
paper work is completed.  Both couples were prior Corvette owners currently driving C6 models and seemed to be thrilled to be getting their new 
C7’s.  All through the shop day activities, I found myself going back to look at the cars again and again.  On one of those trips, a “Premiere Edition” 
C7 the owner had picked up a day or so earlier drove up to get his special hub caps installed which had just arrived.  The PE cars are Laguna Blue 
with a black hood stripe and an option package specified by the factory, are limited in number and have special serial numbers.

Going home from Jim Ellis after shop day I was thinking about how to add more parking space to the house as a new LT1 Stingray would sure go 
nice with an old LT-1 1970 Stingray and how to convince my bride of 40+ years that this was all necessary.  As grandchild #1 has his first birthday 
later this month, maybe getting a C7 to hold for his college graduation present would provide justification – wishful thinking I am sure!

The next morning before dawn I arrived at the Caffeine and Octane event and while driving around looking for an available parking spot noticed 
several C7’s already there.  The coupes were Arctic White, Laguna Blue, Cyber Gray and Night Race Blue.  It was a bit interesting that before 
the sun was fully up, many people were walking past the darker color C7’s as if not recognizing they were new while the lighter color cars were 
surrounded by crowds.  Soon however all had crowds around them and most comments I overheard were favorable.

I haven’t come close to deciding what color I like or what options to consider or interior color looks best.  I do however like the car a lot from all 
angles and am quite impresses with the interiors I have seen.  The paint quality on the darker color cars is not up to my expectations however and 
I hope this is just an early production issue which will improve in time.  I was also impressed by how many choices the driver has on displays and 
suspension/steering settings with some of the options these cars had. I have plenty of time to decide as my recently started piggy bank is looking 
empty still so I am hoping for a lottery hit or inheritance from some long lost relative – one can always hope.

Photos courtesy of 
Mark Frost and Reggie 

Stagmaier, 
Jim Ellis Chervolet



September Saturday Night Out...      Photos from Lisa Dekalb
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Corvette Economy               Submitted by Ed Clark
With the unusually wet July keeping me indoors, I took part of the time to do some reading and came across an article in Edmonds about how much money 
changes hands each year associated with Corvettes.  I don’t know how much effort was made to verify all the numbers presented but even if they are off 
by 25%, it is still a big number.

First on the list is the sale of new Corvettes by dealers.  This is somewhat easy to calculate as number of cars time average price gets a total sum 
approximation. That average price includes the car’s design effort, manufacturing of parts and materials, shipping of parts, assembly of the cars and their 
shipping to the dealers. Edmonds estimated this at $750,000,000.

Next was resale of Corvettes by current owners, dealers, insurance companies, auctions etc.  As a large percent of all the million plus Corvettes that have 
been manufacture are still around and if you watch TV, the auction houses sell lots of them alone. Edmonds estimates this to be equal to sale of new 
Corvettes thus another $750,000,000. (This looks a bit low to me as Mecum and B-J seem to sell this much in just ‘67 435hp/427ci models)

The next big category was product licensing.  Have you ever purchased something with the Corvette name or emblem on it like t-shirts, toys,etc.  Those 
items are all licensed by GM to the manufacturer of the item and apparently not cheaply as this category which probably includes the item itself came up 
to another $656,000,000.

Another big lump goes into a mix of items including maintenance and repair, restoration, replacement parts manufacturer and sale, old part salvage 
operations, fancy wheels, exhaust upgrades and all those car covers, cleaners, waxes, salves and ointments we all buy to keep them looking good.  These 
all added up to another $300,000,000.

Events such as our local car show to national events like Corvettes at Carlisle, the National Corvette Museum and similar places, local and national Corvette 
associations and clubs, racing from amateur to factory and media such as dedicated Corvette magazines and books all add up to another $120,000,000.

There are lots of other money moving activities like advertising I didn’t see mentioned that may be included in one of these categories or is yet another 
addition to the total.    A side issue they also were silent about is the spouse effect where you feel the need to be quiet when he/she spends money on 
something to offset those new tires you just got your ride – this alone might double these numbers. 

Any way you look at it the Corvette economy results in a significant amount of money being spent every year, over $2.5 billion by these estimates.  You may 
feel like I do at times that we may be contributing more than our fair share to all this until talking to others in our Corvette nation makes us realize others 
spend lots more.  I guess I will try to keep spending so the overall economy doesn’t get worse than it already is. 

9/21/13
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October Caffeine & Octane           Photos by Ed Clark

Something Special?        Submitted by Dave Brownell
The first Caffeine and Octane show of the fall happened on October 6th.  The rain that was predicted held off until that evening, so the cars and 
large numbers of people came to celebrate at the show in Alpharetta/Milton/Johns Creek, depending on where you were standing.  In fact, the 
crowds seemed to me to be the biggest of the year.
I got there at 6:03 AM, so in the dark I got a prime parking space for my twenty six year old BMW.  Minutes later, a grandfather and nine year 
old grandson pulled up in a two-day old blue 2014 Corvette Stingray and parked right next to me.  At that point, I knew it was going to be a 
people magnet once daylight came around.  Quite frankly, I was apprehensive about all sorts of people milling around my dentable steel car 
with excellent factory paint, so I set up my lawn chair and prepared myself to watch for people leaning  (or climbing up ) on my car once the 
new Corvette got noticed.  Luckily, four or five other new Stingray owners had the same idea, so the car next to me was not the only C7 game in 
town.  My neighbor’s story was similar to several others in that they had each left a nice deposit when they ordered their new car in late January 
or early February and had anxiously awaited the delivery that for all of them occurred in the first week of October. 
My new friend got his Thursday evening and was still learning about the car he had bought, with some technical help from the grandson.  None 
of the new drivers admitted to having read very much of the new owner’s manual, actually, two sizable books on what the car had in it or how it 
could be used.  I don’t know if Chevy offers a CD to assist, just like our C6s had, but of the new owners that I spoke with, none had seen fit to 
read or even open the book.  Most were educated by their dealer sales persons, given a tour of the car at delivery, and that was enough for the 
time being.  Many were into pushing buttons just to see what would change or what would happen.  I sure am glad that all of these cars come 
with six months of OnStar because those operators are going to be very busy explaining these new expensive toys.  If our own family’s new 
Chevy (not a Stingray) is any example, too much information displayed by the car’s digital information center, can be a bit frightening.  Carol 
called me from Florida because OnStar had told her that 53 percent of oil life remained and she wanted to know what kind of oil she should add.  
The next day she called again saying that OnStar told her that one tire was low at 34 pounds while the other three were 35 psi.  Grandma never 
had these issues and she probably didn’t read her owner’s manual either. 
With regard to comments overheard as show goers were gathering around the new blue Stingray next door, I was amazed by some of their 
reactions.  Firstly, mostly it was the guys who did the double takes for the new car.  Mostly younger (less than 35) men reacted first, followed by 
the older guys, and they were followed by the pre-teen boys.  For reasons I cannot explain, the medium blue C7 did not seem to stand out with 
the females, unless it was pointed out to them by the males.  Then they gave it a look and then came a closer inspection.  For the females, my 
new Stingray neighbor was passed off, seemingly as just another Corvette.  The guys were far more animated in their comments and most of 
them were approving.  Lots of pictures were taken, but mostly of the car, while some of the women wanted their picture taken with the car.  Not 
many requests like that came from the guys.  The good news for Chevy is that the younger generation seemed to be turned on by the design, 
so the smart phone cameras stayed busy.  
Grandpa and grandson seemed pleased by what people said about their new car, even if they had to get up on a dark Sunday morning to find 
out.  They eventually left about 8:30 and the parking space was taken over by a Mazda roadster in a pale green paint.  For reasons unknown to 
me, that car really drew some attentive crowds and once again I had to be on the watch for bare belt buckle damage while really old BMW guys 
wanted to talk about my coupe.  There’s no explaining people, sometimes.



My undergraduate degree is in Sociology, the study of human behavior in communities and groups.  Lately, I have been putting it to better use 
than I have in many years.  As you know, I am perplexed and befuddled by the apparent lack of interest of younger Americans in cars and their 
preoccupation with electronic devices that allow them to socialize without driving around to see their friends.  I have written about younger kids who 
are so attached to their iPads, iPhones and other gizmos that even at spectacular car shows, they wander looking at their small screens instead 
of the cars that their parents are pointing out.

In the Labor Day edition of The New York Times business section, two articles combine the problem of devices with the attempted solution of 
automakers to capture their attention and light the fire of car desire in this upcoming generation.  I’m telling you this because those of us over forty 
may otherwise miss this opportunity to observe and reflect on this phenomenon of chasing the electronically-linked young folks and save the car 
industry and hobbies.

The first NYT article bemoans the fact that young people (not only Americans, but mostly urban people in Europe, Asia and South America), 
are becoming the “looking-down” generation.  Eyes have become accustomed to looking at their screens instead of each other.  Watch this for 
yourselves, be it at a Braves game, theater lobby or waiting for a bus.  At our favorite Chevy dealer, while a mother was shopping for a car, her 
two under ten year- old children were walking around the showroom with tablet computers, taking pictures of small details on the cars displayed.  
During a lull in my negotiations, I was but five feet from the boy and asked him what he was doing.  “I’m taking pictures so I won’t forget the parts 
of the cars that I like.”  His sister was doing the same with another car (this one was a Corvette convertible) a few feet away.  We older folks would 
have looked lovingly, taking in the aura and the completeness of the car; these kids were more interested in the details like a great tail light.  GM 
should have followed them around to report what they were capturing and report it to their designers.  An hour or so later, with their mother having 
bought a new Traverse, these kids were still busy with their iPads while a salesman was explaining the new car’s connectivity features to her.  Mom 
probably realizes that her children could already do the same explaining.  My sixties-something Carol needed Bluetooth features on our newest 
Chevy explained twice, once by the salesman, and once by our 28 year old at home.  Now she gets it.

The second article (“Automakers Build Showroom in an App) explains how automakers will try to reach a generation to sell them a car when they 
stay away from a showroom.  The solution is to do it online and bring the car experience to them on their tablets.  They do this by embedding 
the images and videos on their smartphones or tablets, allowing them to rotate the pictures of the exterior, zoom in on details and seeming open 
the doors and look around the interiors.  All from the comfort of wherever they are!  All with the hope that they’ll follow up with a visit to a dealer 
for the real thing experience.  Or maybe, they’ll see enough to just go online and see how far they can get in the deal process with a dealer or 
manufacturer’s website.  They can change the colors and upholstery configurations to their liking.  Someday they may even be able to capture all 
but that new car smell.  All of this, to me, is a somewhat sad comment on an industry that I like…the stalking and hunting of new car prey and the 
capture of the acceptable deal, surrounded by images that tell me just how good my life would be if I just had a new car.

I am taking the new tablet showroom experience very seriously because of the automakers who are embracing it, namely Cadillac (reaching 
younger but affluent buyers in the US and China with similar software) and Audi.  Toyota is pulling out the stops to interest younger buyers in the 
new generationCorolla.  Strangely absent are the Porsche folks who apparently want to experience and smell their new cars before buying.  I’d 
expect that Corvette buyers are the same, but both groups tend to be older and not quite ready for the electronic introductions.  But all buyers can 
now read reviews about a prospective car, visit Forums online to see what’s happening with them in real life, and add features to their purchase 
before they visit the first dealership.

So, as a rank-Sociologist, I am both perplexed and encouraged about the changes for younger generations about their relationships to cars and 
driving.  I will continue to observe (and wail a bit, too) to see how this comes about before I am too old to command a Corvette steering wheel (will 
they have either in twenty years?) by myself.  I don’t know what I’d do if I was in the business of making and selling cars, but it’s good to know 
that someone is looking at the necessary alternatives.  Just knowing that you’re reading this on an electronic screen of some sort, tells me that 
you’re already preparing for the next step.  Perhaps, someday, Corvette Atlanta will have on-line car shows and even further, allow you to attend 
club meetings by videoconferencing.  I will let the younger generation figure that out.  Right now, I am more than happy to do all of it in person. 
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Learning to Deal With It             Submitted by Dave Brownell

Some of our members went to the 
Petit Le Mans event at Road Atlanta 
and provided these pictures to share 
with the club. There were numerous 
C7s on display at the Corvette Corral. 
On Saturday, the Corvettes in the 
corral were allowed on the track for 
a parade lap -- unfortunately it was 
raining. I’ve also included a photo of 
our #1 grandson who attended his 
first Petit Le Mans!! ...the Editor

2013 Petit Le Mans
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Blending economics and emotion is a tricky business, and when 
Chevrolet began prepping the new C7 Corvette, it knew the 
development process would be one of give and take, where even 
the tiniest decisions could have far-reaching implications for the 
car. With our first full test of the C7 coming soon, here’s a taste of 
some of those decisions made real.
As with our “Five Awesome Things You Didn’t Know About 
the Camaro Z/28” brief from earlier this year, the Corvette C7 
information collected here was sourced via official GM channels 
and by relentlessly pestering anyone even tangentially involved 
with project. So soak it up, and then go forth and drop knowledge 
on some fools.
1. The C7 marks the first use of a “shape memory alloy wire” in 
a production vehicle. To save weight (approximately 1.1 pounds) 
and reduce complexity, the new Corvette uses a smart  material 
wire to operate a cabin vent in the cargo area that required a 
motorized actuator on previous models. Triggered by the opening 
of the hatch, heat generated by an electrical current similar to that 
of an interior courtesy lamp is used to contract a wire, thereby 
moving a lever that opens the vent, letting air escape to reduce 
cabin pressure and make shutting the lid easier. Once the hatch is 
closed, the current cuts off, the wire returns to its original shape, 
and a return spring closes the vent to maintain cabin temperature. 
GM has earned 247 patents for smart materials such as this over 
five years of research and development, and it figures there are 
approximately 200 motorized systems in the typical vehicle that 
could be replaced with smart materials. Typically made of copper-
aluminum-nickel or nickel-titanium, smart materials can change 
their shape, strength, and/or stiffness when acted upon by heat, 
stress, a magnetic field, or voltage, and return to their original 
shape when the trigger is deactivated.
2. The C7 is the first-ever production Corvette with a rear weight 
bias. Although Chevrolet claims a straight-up 50/50 weight 
distribution, our scales demonstrated a rearward weight bias, 
with 49.4 percent sitting over the front axle and 50.6 to the rear. 
And, yes, we’re aware the C6.R competition Corvette also tipped 
the scales to the stern; we’re talking strictly production models.
3. The C72s eLSD (electronic limited-slip differential) goes from 
open to full lock in tenths of a second. Dubbed eLSD in GM 
speak, the suggestively named diff comes standard with the Z51 
Performance Package, and employs a hydraulically actuated 
clutch that infinitely varies the amount of engagement, going from 
open to full lock in tenths of a second. Fully integrated with the 
stability-control and Performance Traction Management systems, 
the system controls the differential according to an algorithm that 
factors in vehicle speed, steering input, and throttle position.
4. Corvettes equipped with an automatic transmission or Z51 
Performance Package get  functional vents and rear-mounted 
transmission and differential heat exchangers. Multiple heat 
exchangers are a given in this segment. What’s notable about 
the C72s are their rear mounting positions, which moves weight 
rearward and eliminates some of the plumbing (and likely shaves 
some pounds) in comparison to the C6 pieces. The vent on the 
driver’s side rear fender directs air over the transmission heat 
exchanger, while the corresponding vent on the other side directs 
air over the eLSD cooler. Both exhale the air through aircraft-

inspired taillamp vents and outlets in the lower rear fascia.
5. A NASA-developed insulation called Aerogel is used on the 
transmission tunnel. Many owners concur that the center tunnel 
in the C6 can get toasty, and with the C7 now locating the exhaust 
in an even tighter space, the potential to exacerbate the problem 
is very real. To combat this, Chevrolet is using insulation made 
from Aerogel, a material developed by NASA for use in space 
suits. Considered for years to be the lightest solid material in 
existence, Aerogel is 99.8 percent air (thereby replacing the liquid 
portion of a gel with a gas), yet it insulates 39 times better than the 
best fiberglass. The C7’s tunnel has a 10-mm (0.4-inch) layer of 
an automotive grade version of the stuff applied to its sides, and 
another 5 mm (0.2 inch) on top. Hip, style-conscious owners may 
want to wear vintage space-suit pants whenever possible.
6. $50K was the price target from the beginning. From day one, 
Chevrolet was eyeing $50K for the C7’s base price. Targets change, 
but considering the amount of tech (including new seats!) packed 
into the C7, drawing the final line at $51,995—just $1400 more 
than the 2013 C6—is more than impressive. It no doubt required 
some sharp pencils and tough decisions, but it’s difficult to tell 
where pennies were pinched. Bravo.
7. It’s the 30-mpg supercar. You may have missed the recent news 
that the C7 earned an official EPA highway estimate of 29 mpg, 
and that it will actually return 30 mpg on the highway cycle with 
Eco mode selected, which enables the small-block V-82s cylinder-
deactivation system. GM claims direct injection, active fuel 
management, variable valve timing, and an advanced combustion 
process all help achieve this efficiency. It helps that the Corvette 
team put in serious work, too: The engine alone underwent more 
than 10 million hours of computational analysis, including more 
than 6 million hours on the combustion system.
8. No more cross-drilled rotors. Equipped with Brembo brakes, the 
C7 ditches cross-drilled rotors for new discs vented by means of 
shallow grooves. Race teams were reporting cracking issues with 
the drilled units, while the new setup also maintains the benefit 
of better brake feel versus solid rotors, as the gasses don’t push 
back against the pads.
9. It wears some pretty special shoes. Partner Michelin was 
selected as the OEM supplier for C7 rubber after a tire-company 
shootout, and it worked directly with the Corvette team for 36 
months to create tires for the base car and the Z51 package. 
Michelin characterizes the resultant Pilot Super Sport ZP footwear 
as a cross between two of its best models, the PS2 and the PS 
Cup. The rubber is also among the world’s first street meat to be 
engineered using the exact same computer models used to create 
tires for Le Mans and ALMS racers, and incorporates many of the 
same rubber mixes in its construction.
10. The tires feature asymmetrical sidewalls. Michelin has 
employed asymmetrical sidewalls since the first ZR1 run-flat 
radials, and this technology continues in C7. The inside walls 
of the tires are 3 mm (0.12 inch) thicker and molded with a 
stiffer construction to optimize comfort and cornering adhesion 
characteristics. The new Michelin radials also have 150 different  
constituents in their tread compounds.
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10 Awesome Things You Need to Know about 
the C7 Corvette    As written by Car and Driver - eNewsline 07-16-2013

Submitted by Larry Narwold



Tail of the Dragon, Again           Ed Clark
Several retired co-workers and I decided we needed to have a drive in the mountains again and over the last couple of months put together 
a plan for an outing.  (Three Corvettes and a Porsche this trip) We had never done an overnighter before and decided to do so this time.  
After discussions with our spouses about our plans, they gave us clear understandings that flopping around in a passenger seat while us 
“getting older” guys tried to not go over the cliff on some sharp corner was not their idea of a fun outing.  While being greatly “disappointed” 
with their decision, we decided to go anyway and make the best of it.

Our first day of driving took us up I-85 into South Carolina and along SC Hwy 11 which is quite scenic and generally not curvy.  We then 
drove up a couple of curvy state highways including along a detour where the roads didn’t make it to our GPS units to the Blue Ridge 
Parkway.  Several stops at overlooks and road side welcome centers and gift shops later had us at our overnight stop in the Aloft Hotel 
in downtown Asheville.  This was our day of leisurely driving and we celebrated our safe arrival by spending time in the Wicked Weed 
Brew Pub where we sampled numerous of their offerings which were quite good.  (And no they don’t make a beer with Weed, wicked or 
otherwise, we checked)  Later, downstairs at the Thirsty Monk gave us another opportunity to sample various beers before we called it a 
day. 

The next morning we got an early start (hard to believe I know) by going across the street from the hotel to a bakery that served breakfast 
and most of us had items our spouses would probably not approve of due to sugar, butter, bacon, sausage, breads and other bad to eat 
things but they sure were good. We headed from Asheville over to the Smokey Mountain National Park and up to Clingmans Dome with 
reasonable driving conditions and had a good time.  Guilt from the big breakfast resulted in us making a questionable decision to walk up 
to the top which proved to generate lots of mumblings about need to exercise more between gasps for breath.  Surprisingly all made it to 
the top only to have fog so thick you couldn’t see anything. 

The drive down the mountain proved to be slow due to traffic and construction but soon we reached our route toward the “Tail of the 
Dragon” section of US 129 and the drive over these roads was fun having numerous curves and lots of elevation changes getting us 
prepared for the Dragon. To be sure we were properly fueled up for the Dragon, we stopped at a roadside BBQ restaurant and forgetting 
breakfast, ate too much again.  Not having our advisors along with us to keep us in line kept occurring for some reason – guys having fun 
don’t have good memories and forget our training I guess.

The Dragon prove to be its old self with all 311 curves in eleven miles giving you a heavy load of left and right with up and down thrown 
in to keep you busy.  We came upon a policeman writing someone up about midpoint and slowed up a bit only to be passed by a guy on 
an orange motocross bike as we were carving the curves and feeling good about ourselves.  Bummer! We also came up on an accident 
where a bike had gone over the edge – it is a dangerous route if you push it too far. Double Bummer!  

We decided to head toward home along NC Hwy 28 which proved to be nearly and extension of the Dragon but longer with lots of curves 
and very limited traffic.  By the time we reached Franklin, NC we were curved out and ready for straight roads home.

Dinner at a nice Atlanta area restaurant with the spouses that will hopefully make up for our drive without them is in the works.  Partial prior 
preparation for the next outing’s approval may also be involved.  

If you have never driven over the Dragon stretch of US 129, you might want to add it to your Bucket list or re-drive it again if it has been 
a while.  The speed limit is 35 for most of the route so it isn’t a speedy drive. My heads up display g-meter often went over 0.7 so corner 
loads are still pretty good.  Be prepared for traffic if on a weekend or during leaf season which can often be slow going.  Lots of information 
on the route is available on the internet.  NC Hwy 28 is also a good route you may want to consider.

If you are interested in the routes we took I can print out a summary that we used for you.

    Submitted by David Morgan
Jim Hutchinson asked me to be Trip Captain for the upcoming road trip to their mountain home.  So, be advised that this is the plan:
We shall meet at 0900 hrs at the McDonalds on Pleasant Hill Drive(Gwinnett Mall exit) and I-85.  I am allowing until 0930 hrs. before 
we pull out, so you have a 30 minuet window to work with. I know I shall have coffee at Mickey Dees and suffer from Tweeny-
Weeney Bladder Syndrome, so we shall stop in about 45 minuets at the Jay-Mor farm store on I-985, north of Gainesville.
I am calling that a Stop, Shop and Pee break, plus, we shall meet up with anyone from the northern suburbs who find it easier to 
meet us there as opposed to driving down to Pleasant Hill Rd. We shall spend a good 45 minuets there, to allow for the big three 
items above, plus time for visiting with one another.
The rest of the trip up to Doc and Mickeys will get us there at Noonish hr.  Jim has ordered local Bar-B-Que, baked beans and 
mac-n-cheese, plus a special Corvette Atlanta sheet cake. He placed an order to feed 40 hungry mouths, which should be enough.  
However, there are folks who come to this event who don’t get to regular meetings.
THEREFORE:   Regardless of whether you wrote your name on some paper list, do us a favor and send a reply email to me if you 
are coming.  Jim can change the food order if he needs to increase it.  I’d hate for us to run out of food, as it would spoil the image 
of Corvette Atlanta.
After the noon meal,  you can stay and visit, or take in some local mountain air, while shopping and visiting a wine tasting local spot 
the Hutchinson’s like.
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October & November 
Birthdays
 Frank Boduch........................Oct. 15
 Doug McSwain ......................Oct. 24
 Chris Murphy ........................Oct. 24
 Tom Wright............................Oct. 24
 Michael Greer .......................Oct. 24
 Trent Brown ..........................Oct. 27
 Lisa DeKalb...........................Oct. 30
 Eric Roberts ...........................Nov. 4
 Pat Zrolka .............................Nov. 7
 Jack Filippone .......................Nov. 11
 Marci Hill ..............................Nov. 14
 Jim Hutchinson .....................Nov. 18
 Charlotte Davis .....................Nov. 19
 Kent Valentino ......................Nov. 20
 Ann Clark ..............................Nov. 23
 Yvonne Key ...........................Nov. 26
 John Walker ..........................Nov. 30

    FCOA Members  
 Parker Murphy ......................Oct. 18
 Charles Clark ........................Oct. 18
 Brianna Barros .....................Nov. 11

Corvette Restoration
Muscle Car Restoration

• 30 Years Experience •

• Frame on and off restorations
• Fiberglass repair
• Custom body work
• Paint-Base coat, Clear coat, Lacquer,
   Poly Urethane and Gel coat
• Engine rebuild
• Race prepared engines

• Transmissions
• Rear Ends
• Brakes and rotors
• Electical harness
• Re-chrome
• Upholstery installation
• Complete details

~~ NCRS Top Flight Bloomington Gold Specialists ~~

North GA Corvette & Marine
340 Ranchette Road • Alpharetta, GA 30004

770 475-2277 or 770 298-9946

ASK FOR CHRIS OR JIM

SERVICES INCLUDE:

15% off for Corvette Atlanta members
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October & November 
Anniversaries
 
 Dan & Carolyn Nugent (50) ...... Oct. 5
 Don & Judy Hill (13) ................. Oct. 7
 Druce & Tricia Dooley (9) .......... Oct. 16
 Bob & Lynda Matt (48) .............. Oct. 25
 

CONGRATULATION!!
Remember that this is a new feature in the newsletter. 
If you have not provided your info yet and want to be 

listed here, please submit your date to the editor! 

Web Sites:
Corvette Atlanta – www.corvetteatlanta.org
           - www.facebook.com/groups/CorvetteAtlanta/
NCCC – www.corvettesnccc.org
Southeast Region NCCC – www.ncccsouth.com
NCM – www.corvettemuseum.com
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CHEVROLET

Proud Sponsor Of  Corvette Atlanta

2013

Family Owned and Operated Since 1971!

2013 Corvettes in stock and 
arriving daily.    Special pricing 
for club members (with mem-
bership card) on Corvettes, 
parts, accessories, and service.

Home of Georgia’s #1 certified 
Corvette Technician, David 
Fulcher.   
Home of Georgia’s premier 
Corvette sales specialist, 
Reggie Stagmaier.

Jim Ellis Chevrolet 5900 Peachtree Industrial Blvd. Chamblee, GA 30341

770.457.8211 www.jimellischevrolet.com


